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W. B, Kunkel, andJ1 M. Stone 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is iaten4ei 415 a Prelitninary report on tie Nomopolar de 
vice (axial magnetic field with radial eLectric field), which is the rotating plasma 
configurstton moot thoroughly investigated thus far. A study of this cotftgurstlon 
for aerodrnsmic purposes wM reported In 1950 br N, C. Early et at. • and a 
more complete report wa issued In A95L 2  Som. ion sourcea havfng the urns 
basic geometry wor. reported In 1955 by 1. Lucø and L.. P. m1th. ' The bydros. 

=ln
Homopolar machiue was conceived byWilliam R. Bakerand Oscar A. 

 1956, as a device for the containment and beating of it thermonuclear 
plasma. More recently, there have been significant contributions to this technique 
by Gow and Wilcox, 4  and by Boyer. Harntnel, Longrniro Nagel, Ribs, and 
Rleunfetd. 5  

• 	
Tpi 	atyst. presnted In this paper appilee principally to the t*tdealfl 

liomopolar, that is. the configuration fre, from electrode -sheath drops and other 
disturbing but remediable phenomena. The experiments described here have been 
carried out mostly under high.density (pInch'.type) Conditions which favor the 
creation of a totally rotating plasma. As models of the Nomopolar grow larger, 
it wilt bcom. po.isibl to us. the present ptncb4yp* technkue of plasma formaor 
at mach tower d*nsity, just as In the case of the large toro$dai atab1iised pinch. 

YI.AP...I  £ 	UUII 	 - 

Whenever currents flow In plasmas across magnetic field lines. as for 
example In most pincb.type configurations, the resuitBut Lorens force must be 
balanced by static or Inertial plasma presSures. Where such pressure is tacking 
(e. g., in the low4 stabilized pinch), th. current flow, along field lines or ceaaes 
to flow. In the Nomopo1ar, Fig. 1, a transient radial current is drawn whit, the 
plasma I. accelerated to its equilibrium rotatLn, In eqtdlibrhun, the driting 
electric £1.14 vanishes in th.,  plasma rest frame, and the radial current ceases. 
The equlibrturn vetoctty of rotation is 

Radtation. Lsboratory, Univereit of California, Berkeley, California. 
tRadlation  Laboratory. University of California.' Livermore • California. 
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The second term, a c.ntrihgal effect, depends on e/m and, although small, 
results in dltter•ñt drift velocities for electrons and ions. A. a result, an 
saimuthat current flowi and the associated Lorena force Just balances the can-
trifugat pressure of the plaima. 11 the plasma conductivity I. flnit, there 10 
also an azimuthal elactric field resulting In a stow outward drift of pIa.ma-'a 
dlt(uatvi procss hipelied, to to spank, by centrifigal pressure. 

A sudden application of eitrtc field totbe Homopøiar would produce 
trechoidal Ion orbits as In FtI114 Zb. In practice, the applied voLtage drop. 
sharply *t the instant of ionization and then build, up again as the plasma ro 
tatton develop.. The olteetttte electric field in the plsema in g.neral rises 
slowly compared with an ion Larmrar period, The Lou orbits therefore are likely 
to be of the farm shown in fig. 2*. Although the direction of drift I. the same 
for particles of either sign, the moan radial displacements of, tone and electrons 
are in opposite directions. The effect im simllarjo the displacement phenomenon 
in a dielectric. The associated dL*lectrlc constant may be evaluated by ascribing 
the drI1tenorgy density of the $alma to the alectric.ufteld.on.rgy density. 
Negtócting the second term of Sq. (1), we have 

K 	 , 	 (3) 

where p is the maca density of the plasma. 

the plasma in a rate tonal devicâ may be Jeft&rdod as a, dielectric, 
then the machine itself must r.semb10 a capaclto. be Hotrsepolar experiment 
is essentially euIvaleut to connecting an uncharged capacitor, the Bomopotar, 
to a charged capacitor, the source condenser bank, through an intermediate 
rC.tstsnce and inductance (11g. 3). in general thars result• a damped osclUa 
tion with the current and voltag, approxitnaftly'90 10  out of phase and squilib.. 
rium I. reached with the charge so distributed that th. voltages on the two 
capacitors are equal (fig. 4)0 Tb. current ceases at equilibrium except for 
a trickle through the leakage resistance, a1 , repr.senting viscous drag and 
heatth. 	 - 

The 14n.tic e*.rgy of the rotating plaama is the nalogue of stored energy 
in a capacitor 1/2 CV'. Another constant of the motion the angular momantum 

	

P. is the analogu, of the charge, Q CV. 	 I The torque mpulse du, to the current 
through the Homopolar must in the ideal case equal tbs angular momentum im-. 
p*rted to the plasma disc. It is easily shown that, neglecting lose.., we have 

	

P6  mjHrdr Jldt 	$Q, 	 (4) 

who,. $ to total magnetic flux. 

- 
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The capscttor anaLogy may be carried to Its logical extreme with the 
addition of a 'crowbar" shorting switch to the.clrcuit of FIg. 3. 

If the crowbar awitch is closed at a time when there is voLtage across 
the flomopolAr o  there must result a surge current tbroub the Homopolar and 
crowbar (Fig. 5). Zthere can be little doibt that the charge represented by the 
o*itpourinjot the curient gives a measure of th sngular nmmentum tor.d In 
the rotating plasma. since the crowbar current Is opposite In direction to the 
cbargingcurrent. The vottae ad current oscUlationS ifter crowbarriag rep.. 
*e3ent bythomagnetic oscillations of the pltama similar to thC motion of a tor- 
$iOfl 

?Ia.rrs 

• 	in àA ordth*ry mirror machine, only tbosó Ions are contained that have 
a sufficiently large ratio of azimuthal to xL*1 velocity. Other ions are lost 
tht'Ough an t1eócape cofle" in velocity 'apatte.. Particles are continually diffusing 
into this cone by colLisions. At higher tamperaturee. diffusion- wand hence Loss 
rao*dect'eiasee white thermonuClear yieLd InCreases on account of the behavior 
of the appropriate aces s.ctionó. Much htghsv:operat$flg temperatures are 
tberefo*e required in a prac$cal  machine in orde* to control the Loss rate. The 
âacae cone Is a serioce inconvenienCe. 

If one applies a *adkat electric field to a mirror 'machine, there are at 
first components of E parallel to 'H, but since In general we have 

	

0/8V(4 nKT. 	 (5) 

the plasma will readjust Itself to that E becomes orthogonal to H. Once Mai has 
happ.ed, it tzrna out that all firist-order effects in E. tending elthør to contain 
eric 6JWel prticles, cancel out. The aecondorder effect in Z permits contain-
ment of all particLes up to a certain kinetic 'onCrgy. in other words, for sufficiently 
large Z the escape cone can be truncated arbitrarily liar out in velocity space. 

The propoettIon is seen to be plausible when .oe totee that the a.atmutbal 
drift In the lectric field 'produces a centrifugal force tending to keep particles 
from approaching the axi$ of drift. Bind passage through the mirrOr Involves 
approach to the machine sXli, 'the*e is thu, an effective tnijrrôr repnl1on which 
is independent of particle sign and Like the centrifugal force Increases with the 
square. of E. ': 

The idea of plasma containment In a mirror machine by means of the 
'grs4tational" effect was first proposed by maker and Mdersan in 1956. A .  
rigorous mathematical analysts was recently undprt*ken by !agte, Ribs, and , 

oyer leading totho elegant thèoiy of Lo1gtntz'e. An elementary dortvation'. 
giving the OftMe results I

' 
 the limit of weak mirror ratio Rrn was made by 	/ 

H. P. urt•h. ft is tonedthat the maximun, axial kinetic energy that can be con- 
tained is  

'W1  (R 	+ 	n, 2 	 (6) 

-3- 
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In which W O  and W j  areth. energie, of thermal motion parallel and perpendic-
uLar renpectively to H. Note tb*t the *nbancàd containment (second term of 
Eq. (6)) depends on the magnitude of the rotational ktn.tic energy of a particle i  
and also on R. Unfortunately Vry large values at 1, appear to be of little use 
in achieving higb degree of enhanced Containment. 9 should be iaid, however, 
that the anatyste tending to Eq. (6) is valid, only in the Limit where the mirror 
field varies slowly over the particle trajectory (adiabatic limlt) 

.11 should a.jeo be totd that the containment effect is much smaller for 
electi'ons th*n for tons, given a 'common vOtocity of rotation ye,  but the conse. 
quencO need not be serious. The loss of electrons, through the escape cone 
set, up an azl*l electrostatic potentia1 equal to the mean energy at escaping 
electrons. 'This potential will be weak if the electron temperature I. kept Well 
below the ion tempezature. as It should be In 'a practcnI machine. A Very 
•ertoua practical consideration to thatt if the rotational kinetic energy Of the 
ions is merely made equal to the mean ton thermal energy, then the more .en 
ergetle tons elcaps at about the Same r&ta as from an ordinary mirror machine. 
It ie fleCeSSSry therefore to set the rotational energy equal to the energy of the 
most energetic ions one dilires to have participate significantly in the fusion 
pr€cese. 	exanpie. for Rm  Z, R d  4 ky/cm, 'H 4 kgauss. 	1011 dS* 
sity a 1w times lOI,  on. would have containment up to 10 key. This is satis. 
factory for an e*pertmntal thermonuclear plasma devic, but not for an econorn. 
tc&l poweraproducing macbins. ATor much hiber energies, the overall voltages 
required in lerge nac'htnes may present difficuitlee. 

P'asma K*atiflg 
LJ 

It a thermonucl**r kinetic energy density can be imparted to a rotating 
plaøm&, one may,  hope in a general w4ty that some of this will be converted tAto 
disordered motion. Since the ){omopolar, unllkø the ordinary mirror machine, 
has no simple "escape cone" in velocity, space, there is no objection in principle 
to particle collisions. Various dUtusive processes of thermalisatlon ara t1t.re. 
fore coneeivabl. The situattoa is similar to that' in the 

I 
atabflised pinch. 'In both 

casea a tongliv.d equilibrium stat, can readily be created, and one looks next 
for processeS that will convert stored nonthermal energy desity into thermal 
energy' density at a suttSble rat.. 	 ' 

The plasma of the Homopobir, like the'ptaarna of the stabtlised pinch, 
I. heated in the process of outward diffusion. Thu is just the ordinary Soule 
heating process. 3trice the velocity ditrtbution in the rotating plasma tends to 
go as hr. there I. also viscous drag between plasma layers. The associated 
heating effect I. Comparable tO 3oulc beating 	robsbly there can also be some 
turbulent mixing of priasma layers, resulting In additional thermaitsation. 

White the charging current of the lfomopolmr' l's drawn, ther, results a 
ptncb.'type compressioli in the axial direction. It can be shown that this effect 1. 
*'lwaye sufficient to produce a moderate pinch away from the w*tt, but insufficient 
to compress the plasma appreciably, provided the energy density of the plasma 
rotation is comparable to that of the axial magnetic field. 

Aside from these buttt.in heating mechanisms, there are also varioua 
artificial means ono can employ. For example, superimposing a rapidly oscillating 
component on the radial electric field can set up a standing hydromagnetic half "wave 
in thw axial dir.ctlen The wave propagation velocity Is the Alfvèn speed, 

.4.'. 
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V 3 
	 (7) 

and amounts to only 3 X 10' cm/eec for a typical dielectric constant of X = 1 06- . 
The viscous drag brought into play by the associated velocity gradients along 
L1e14 lines is In ge and should result in a rapid conversion of directed kinetic 
energy into heat eneygy. Epertence with deuterium pinch devices has shown 
that n 0r0 71 Z x JO' cu for optimum performance, where r0 is the tube 
radius and no the initial particle density. It is an Interesting coincidence that 
an Alfvèn balf.wave tengt )./z at the deuteron cyclotron frequency is just such 
as to give n)/4 = ZX l0° cni1. 

As an alternative to impressing an oscUlatory electric field, one can 
simply perturb the cylindrical symmetry of the Homopolar. Once a certain 
level of thermal and rotational energy has been established It can also be en-
Ilanced by radLal compression as in a mirror machine. 

EMIrim"tal Rep ulte on Hnplarj 

Homopolar I La illustrated in FIg. 1. The discharge space is bounded 
by a centtl electrode 3 in. in diameter, an outer electrode 94/4 In. in diam-
eter, and a pair of Vicor glass plates /8 to. apart that lie against the pole 
Laces of an electromagnet. The glass serves to separate the plasma discharge 
current from the return current that flows over the copper-plated pole Laces 
The discharge current is suppited by a condenser bank, usnafly 48 pf. This 
source Is connected to the outer electrode through 48 coaxial cables like the 
one shown in the figure. Deuterium, helium, neOn, argot, and iodine vapor 
have been employed in these bydrornagnetic experiments. 

At the time of breakdown, the plasma is pinched away from the glass. 
The radial pinch current, typically of the order of 50 Ira, produces a torque as 
it flows across the aal magnetic field, and the torque accelerates the plasma 
Into the rotational state. The pinch phase Is accompanied by a rapid fall of 
the applied voltage, which subsequently rises again during the acceleration 
phase. The high voltage then decays slowly during the rotation state because 
of losses an4 Internal heating The current shows a rise during the pinch and 
early acceleration phase:, but then falls again to a very low value as the equt- 
librium rotation state is reached. 

Under certain circumstances the voltage and current have an oscifla-
tory character but in most of the experiments the discharge is approximately 
critically damped. The phase of the voltage and current are always such as 
to demonstrate the capacttorlike behavior of the Momopolar. AccordIngly, the 
flomopolar is represented In Fig. 3 as the capacitor C. and the loss mechan-
lam (which includeS internal heating) by the shunt resistance Rt. 

Typical oscillatory behavior to shown in Fig. 4. The upper pair of 
traces, with magnetic field switched oft, show voltage and current in phase. 
In this case C1. In Fig 3 should be raplaced by short circuit and the period 
of oscillation is IT1  a  Ziv4( 5  T VmlC5 . The lower traces with 13 kgauaa mag-
netic field show the 00  phase shUt between voltage and current. As the gas 
pressure is reduced the period, which to given by 

-5- 
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= 21! *J(L + L}4) CHl"H C 0), 	 (8) 

is also reduced, in quantitative agreement with the reduction of the dielectric 
constant K. Eq. (3) of C. It will further be noticed that the equilibrium 
voltage, which Is proportional to C5 /( C5  + CR). increases with decreasing gas 
pressure, again In complete agreement with Eq. (3). 

in order to demonstrate that the Nomopolar is in fact a device that 
stores energy as a condenser does, it is useful to apply the low-inductance 
short circuit or "crowba' already mentioned. Figs. 5a and 5b show, in an 
overlay of a number of traces, the general behavior of the crowbar signal as 
a function of time after charging. The period of the oscilLatIon is 
T = 2 r I(L+ c)C. 

It is quite clear that the Rornopolar presents Interesting poss1bilit1e 
as a practical capacitor. Rates of change of current of S x 1011 amperes/sec, 
up to peak currents of 300 kiloamperes, are readily obtainable in iomopolar 1. 
The low Inductance, <0. 001 ph, and high dielectric constant, >10°, result in 
avery compact system of electrical energy storage. Further considerations 
of theplasma Homopolar as a bydrornagnetic capacitor will be published else-
where.' 

Betdes showIng the comparatively long lifetime of the rotatIonal state, 
the crowbar has provided a useful diagnostic technique to determine the dIelec-
tric constant under variations of pressure and magnetic field. Since the v&cuum 
capacity of the Homopolar is 0.75 ,pf, K I. given by 

C = 0.75 x 10 	K = J d, 0 0 	 (9) 

where V is voltage at time of crowbar and the integral is taken over the first 
quarter cycJe of t1W crowbar current. it was possible to vary K between the 
limits of 100  to 10 • and Over this variation the ratio of the observed dielectric 
constant to that calculated from Eq. (3) falls in the. limits 

l<Kobe/K<2 	 . 	 (10)tu  

floth the nature of the observed limits on the variation of K0 /K. 
and the behavior Of Cm with time provide diagnostic information. The lower 
limit of the variation is taken to mean that essentially all the inItial gas has 
become a rotating plasma. The upper limit can be understood in a qualitative 
way by compartaon with an idealized case. it has already been mentioned that 
when the centrifugal plasma pressure becomes comparable with the magnetic 
field energy density, the plasma leans heavily on the magnetIc field lInes, bend-
ing them outward, increasing the mirror ratio. In the idealized case the con. 
ductivity is taken to be infInite so that in the absence of diffusion across mag-
netic field lines, plasma and field distort together. It is easy to show that the 
capacity is modified as follows: 

-6- 
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r2 
 j 	+rdr 

1 	£ 
CH * C00 

z-l7 rgq 

• 	where 13 x +140 is the d.teztded msustic field, ro  rp ar, the **n.r and enter 
radft of the Romopolar. and Cc Is the unrnodUt*d capacity. if all the magnetic 
field were crowded aØInst the ottr electrode, then GH  d 3*45 C)). This upper 
limit is ompat1b1e with the experimental value. of 	 If the £i*lte pla.n,a 
conductivity is tsI'en into account then the cac attonbecornes much more corn. 
plicit.4. iae obvious conclusion La that when plasma is actually lost by resistive 
difAisLon oUt of the system. then CkIL will be dirninLahed: A reduction In C0 efter 
long times has been oheer'ved under conditions of tare E/M. sltbouh under roost 
conditions C0 remains Ossendally constant daring the lifetime of the rotational 
stetØ. AbóvO 10 kv, Hot opolar 1 appoare to break down across the g),asa Insulators. 

figure 6 shows an analysis of the data of Pig. Sa. Curve A gives the 
chargo Q of Eq. (4) at the various crowbar times. Curve 1, is the true charging 

• current obtained from A by 4ifferentiatin the curve.. It I. seen to be Lees than 
the1 observed tnpt curtent, Curve b e  and starts somewhat later. Evidently 
exce:.s .current.flowe through the device without increasing angular monentum of 

• the plasma, end thuc represents current flowing in L  of FIg. 3. This Current 
Le associated with viscosity of the initially cpld ga. and with vtecoua drag on the 
wafls. From Eq. (1) one obtains 	X 10° cm/eec. with a msximuth of 
6 X 106 cm/sec. the  corresponding argen energies are 180 ov end 660 ev. 

5.? êf remained constant for the tim, of obe.rvztioe in this ca.e 
1.0. 

A distinction * ouidbe made betweentang4tv*dpotatiaiml affects and 
actual containment. The containment of the plasma in the rotating state depends 
on the notion of trapping by centrifugal force In a trough of magnetic field, but 
actual containment must depend on whether the plasma Is In fact leaning on the 
field, or whether it is teaning on the wail.. videnca that the pisama is indeed 
leaning on the field Is shown In a tplc*1 magnetic probe or spin loop cignaL the 
third trace of FIg 7. This signal was obtained by A probe cell located between 
the glass plate and the pol, piece. 

The coil is oriented to detect the ei ha etrent of the radial component 
}I prodUced by the rotating plasma. The second term in E. (1) for the vloc4ty 
v results it an azimuthal curzezit density 	 * • 	 • 	•• 	pv••z 

El  
•i= 	1 

This current is the source of Mr'  the cantrilugelly produced distortion of the 
magnetic field. As proof that the component M r  is produced in the manner 
stated, it I. observed that Mr change* sIgn with r.vrsal of N but not with 
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reversal of E. It is gratifying to see that Hr has the same general lifetime as 
the rotating otate. One concludes that the plasma is leaning on the field lines 
for the duration of the rotating state. 

For final proof that the plaama is in a rotating state, the Doppler shift 
of spectral lines may be observed. Provision was made for spectrographic ob-
servations along a lIne of sight passing within 1/2 in. of the inner surface of 
the outer electrode. By photographing the lomopolar spectrum with the mag-
netic field first in one direction, then in the other, one can observe shifts in 
the lines due to the Doppler effect. The shifts are symmetrical about reference 
lines with no field. Figure 8 shows shift of 3888 A He and some impurity lines 
under the cOnditions 8 lw, 17 kgause, 600 microns He gas for normal and xe-
veraed direction of the magnetic field. The lower corripareon spectrum is for 
He and Hg. The shift corresponds to a velocity of 3 X lOw cm/eec. It is ex-
pected that higher velocities would be found near the central electrode. 
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